MicroGuard Installation Information

1. Insert 90 degree bend to back inside part of gutter and allow 90 degree bend to rest on hanger or spike. Screen may lay flat or a slight pitch forward. Do not fasten back of MicroGuard to any part of the back of the gutter. Roof shingles and or drip edge will keep it in place.

2. Place front of MicroGuard (Z bend) on top lip of gutter.
3. Overlap next piece approximately ½” and line holes with the top and bottom screen.

4. Install 3 zip screws on front lip of each MicroGuard screen. One screw should be on each end through overlap (where there is one) and one in the middle.
5. Miter corner to required angle.

6. At end cap, cut the tabs to approximately 1” back in order to fold the end down into the gutter and behind the end cap.